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depicted item: Danube Banovina in Novi Sad 
source: private collection of prof. Aleksandar Kadijevic, Ph. D. 
date: 1939 
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1. Identity of building 
 
1.1 current name of building: Autonomous province Vojvodina Parliament 
 
1.2 variant or former name: Banovina Palace, Danube Banovina 
 
1.3 number & name of street: 16 Mihajla Pupina Street 
 
1.4 town: Novi Sad 
 
1.5 province/state: Autonomous province Vojvodina/ Novi Sad 
 
1.6 zip code: 21000 
 
1.7 country: Serbia 
 
1.8 national grid reference: 45°15'12.24" N 19°50'57.17" E 
 
1.9 classification/typology: Administration building  
 
1.10 protection status & date: Banovina was declared historical monument by the decree of the 
Republic Parliament, Decree no. 05 number 633-1552/2007 since March 22 2007 (Official Gazette 
RS 30/2007) 
 
2 History of building 
 
2.1 original brief/purpose  
Judging by the typology and architectural elements that were applied, the Banovina in Novi Sad 
can be placed among the prettiest examples of Serbian Modern architecture. It is one of the 
three most important edifices of the prominent architect Dragisa Brasovan (Драгишa Брашован) 
(Vrsac 1887 – Belgrade 1965). This representative building was erected for the needs of 
Banovina's administration after its forming in 1929. Considering the fact that the Banovina's 
Parliament was assebled from eminent and prosperous citizens of different nationalities, but 
supporters of the integral Yugoslavism, the building had to visually respond the idea of national 
unity. 
 
2.2 dates: commission/completion  
The idea to build the Banovina Palace was initiated shortly after its forming. With the Decree of 
king Aleksandar Karadjordjevic 1st on the 3 October 1929, Novi Sad became the capital of one 
out of nine Yugoslavian Banovinas. The first Ban, distinguished builder from Novi Sad, Daka 
Popovic (Дака Поповић), is considered to be the most deserving person for the architectural 
competition in designing the best project for the Banovina. By the 15 June 1930 nineteen designs 
arrived for the competition. The first prize was not assigned, but two second - one to the 
architectural team from Belgrade, Jovan Z. Rankovic (Јован Ж. Ранковић) and Katarina Sajinovic 
(Катаринa Шајиновић) and the other one to the engineer from Ljubljana, Vlada Smol. The third 
prize went to the Belgrade architect Dragoslav Radisavljevic (Драгослав Радисављевић). 
Among the redeemed designs were the projects of Dimitrije Leko (Димитријe Лекo), Mihailo 
Hecimovic (Михаилo Хећимовић) and Branko Vlaskovic (Бранкo Влашковић), Andjelija Pavlovic 
(Анђелијa Павловић) and Zanka Bogdanovic (Жанкa Богдановић) and Petar Gacic (Петaр 
Гачић). Dragisa Brasovan also participated in the competition, but his name is not on the list of 
the awarded ones However, under the circumstances that are not entirely clear, Brasovan was 
commissioned to be the chef architect and the author of the main design for the Banovina 
building on 23 of August 1930, with a request to slightly change his project and imbed the 
expanses between 35 and 40 million dinars. The Kingdom's difficult financial situation, as well as 
the frequent changing of Bans, influenced the postponing of the construction until 1935, when 
Ban Djordje Gasparini (Ђорђе Гаспарини) requested from the chief of the Banovina's 
administration to issue an act on the project's realisation. Regardless of the fact it was not 
finished, the Banovina Palace was promoted on 1 December 1938, on the 20th anniversary of the 
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Unification and proclamation of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croatians and Slovenians. The building 
was finished in September 1939. 
 
2.3 architectural and other designers 
The construction of the Danube Banovina Palace was approved by the Ministry of Finance, while 
the City council of Novi Sad gave a lot on which the building would be erected. It was planned 
to be built on a vast empty lot on the Queen Maria Boulevard, near Brasovan's Workers' Chamber 
and Tabakovic's edifices, David's pharmacy and the Red Cross building. Architect Dragisa 
Brasovan is the author of the project. Despite the fact that the project was postponed for several 
years, the project's documentation was finished by mid- May 1936 and approved after the expert 
committee examined it. The members of the committee were: architect and professor from 
Belgrade, Nikola Nestorovic (Никола Несторовић) as president, and delegates from the 
Architects and Engineers Section, engineer Toma Zivanovic (Тома Живановић) from Belgrade 
and architect Djordje Tabakovic (Ђорђе Табаковић) from Novi Sad. The construction was given 
to a civil engineering firm of the architect Milan Sekulic (Милан Секулић) from Belgrade.  
 
2.4 others associated with building 
The most important urban project of that period was planning the area of the old city centre and 
Danube coastline ( so- called Small and Big Liman ) and the industrial development in the zone 
close to Danube. 
Investor: The Royal Administration of the Danube Banovina. 
The most deserving person for the competition: Ban Daka Popovic.  
The jury: Milan Nikolic (Милан Николић), Ban's assistant, architect Dragutin Djordjevic (Драгутин 
Ђорђевић), professor of the Technical Faculty in Belgrade, architect Ciril Izekovic (Ћирил 
Изековић), professor of the Technical Faculty in Zagreb, engineer Djordje Gasparini (Ђорђе 
Гаспарини), chef of the Danube Banovina Technical department, and architect Momir 
Korunovic (Момир Коруновић), Ministry of construction inspector. 
Deputies of the jury: Janicije Krasojevic (Јанићије Красојевић), chef in the Danube Banovina 
Administration, architect Petar Bajalovic (Петар Бајаловић), professor of the Technical Faculty in 
Belgrade, dr Branislav Borota (Бранислав Борота), Mayor of Novi Sad, engineer Milan Cvejic 
(Милан Цвејић), chef of the Architectural Section in the Danube Banovina Technical 
Department, and Dusan Tosic, the president of the Engineer Chamber.  
 
2.5 significant alterations with dates 
The reason why the project was postponed laid in the difficult financial situation in which the 
Kingdom found itself as well as the frequent change of Bans. The Banovina was planned to be 
the largest building project on the Balkans, therefore the expanses were great, thousands of 
workers were hired and some additional resources were given for the expensive hand made work 
on the façade and the interior. 
After the occupation of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, the building became the headquarters of 
the Military Administration and the Police. During the Second World War the building was the 
centre for the Hungarian military administration in Backa. After the war up until the mid 1960s 
various cultural manifestations were held in the representative rooms of the building that were a 
part of the Yugoslav National Army Hall (JNA), aside from the headquarters of the National 
Parliament of Vojvodina. In the NATO bombing in 1999 the building was hit on 19 April, but was 
quickly restored due to the fact it was important administrative building of the State. 
 
2.6 current use 
The building did not change its purpose much from the period of its opening, when it was 
registered as the property of the Vojvodina Parliament. The building is the headquarters of the 
Vojvodina province for a long period and it still is up today. 
 
2.7 current condition 
If we make an exception for the reconstruction after the 1999 bombing in which the third floor 
and the most part of the courtyard façade were damaged, the building did not have any larger 
interventions. The interior had to be partially changed, the position of certain wall was also 
changed, but this did not disturb the original appearance of the building. Social changes did not 
influence the reshaping of its function, although certain attempts to do so were recorded. In the 
spring of 1945 the relieves of famous generals were removed from the main façade (Radomir 
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Putnik, Stepa Stepanovic, Zivojin Misic, Petar Bojovic, king Petar I the Liberator and king 
Aleksandar the Unifier). The relieves were made in the studio of Karlo Baranji, sculptor from Novi 
Sad. The relieves were returned to their original location in 2010. 
 
3 Description 
 
3.1 general description 
The monumental Danube Banovina Palace is a significant example which promotes Serbian 
Modern architecture. The existing urban and building context gained new quality with the 
construction of this palace. Skilfully incorporated into the cultural central space of the city 
following the flow of the river Danube, the building is far more withdrawn considering the main 
regulation line of the Boulevard in order to be highlighted in the environment. The composition of 
this imposing edifice is consisting of two separate buildings: the Banovina and the Parliament, 
united into one complex.  
The Banovina represents a long horseshoe-shaped building with basement and three floors. Its 
dimensions are impressive, it is 20 m high (except the tower), 180 m long and 44 m wide. It has a 
semicircular form on the west side and a high square-based tower on the east side. It was built in 
the international style of high Modern style, with façades covered in Dalmatian white marble, 
functional interior with hallways in a form of circular communication and a line of offices. The 
unhidden symbolism, which Brasovan showed in his previous monumental projects, is recognized 
in this building as well. There are early thesis and individual opinions but everyone seems to agree 
on the fact that this edifice resembles a ship on the river Danube. 
The city hall wing is significantly smaller and its construction did not draw such attention as the 
main object did. Despite the non-dominant position in regard to Banovina, the city hall is an 
important part of the complex. The building is located next to the south wing of the Banovina 
and it is cross-based and somewhat of a more complex architectural style. Even though it is 
basically a Modern work, certain elements of Renaissance style are visible in its architecture. 
 
3.2 construction 
With its construction the building represents one of the most important examples of Serbian 
Modernism and at the same time one of the most important works of Brasovan. Besides from brick 
as the basic construction material, iron, cement and marble were also used. The façade was 
designed in a peaceful horizontal rhythm interrupted in the east part with a strong penetrating 
vertical tower 42 m high. According to the original idea, the building was supposed to be 
covered in red clinker brick. The warm tone of the brick and the plaster around the windows were 
supposed to colouristically fit in with the Workers' Chamber building nearby. However, the 
building was eventually covered with white marble from Brac, and the staircase and hallways 
were covered with the stone from Carara.  The original concept was changed not only for 
aesthetic reasons, but also because the investor wanted to build a grand edifice that will 
symbolize the strength and ambition of the united State. The marble covering was assigned to a 
small firm of Aldo Bilinic (Алдo Билинић) from Split. At the same time with the finishing of the 
façade the sculptural work began: relieves and stylized coats of arms on Banovina and stylized 
lion heads and rosettes on the City Hall. 
In order to have better communication in the building eight entrances were made. In the middle 
of the north wing, on the Boulevard side, was the main formal entrance, flanked with 
monumental columns. On the other side, in the middle of the south wing, there was another 
entrance of larger proportions but simpler disposition. Other entrances were also simpler and do 
not stand out with composition nor plastic decoration.  
In accordance with the basic principles of Modernist architecture, it was taken into account that 
the interior should be simply and functionally designed. The hallways are accessible through 
vestibules. The most representative is the hall beyond the main entrance, in the side-by wing. It is 
rectangular and fragmented with marble columns, and on the both sides of the walls there is a 
grand staircase. The floors, the walls and the staircase are all covered in marble which even more 
highlights the representative character of the space. This hall is also very acoustic, so concerts 
were held in it during a certain period. 
The other hallways are broad and they repeat on certain floors. The floors are covered with 
ceramic tiles. The offices on the street side have marble frames for doors and high quality 
parquet. The overwhelming simplicity is achieved with the use of luxurious materials and no 
decorative applications. Only the Ban's cabinet above the main entrance stood out with its 
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decorative and representative design. The walls were covered with ornamental panelling, the 
parquetry is more complex and the furniture is custom made. 
Although the tower was the highest administrative object in Novi Sad up until the 1960s, no 
particular attention was given to its interior. The tower was criticized during its construction. It was 
thought to have been more practical that the building got another floor than a 40 m high tower 
in which there is no functional space, except the four- way staircase leading to the top. However, 
the confronting of the vertical rhythms designed as separate constructive elements such as 
towers are , is something characteristic for Brasovan's  architecture, especially the buildings of 
great importance.  
The City Hall has a cross- shaped base. It is designed as a compact buildings in which the central 
position of the conference hall is highlighted. In front of the City Hall entrance there is a 
colonnade which bears the first floor terrace. Semicircular zone of the loft visually connects this 
object with the oval front of the Banovina. The modern composition is refreshed by the classical 
details such as lion masks, circular metopes between windows and slight bay window on profiled 
consoles. The interior followed the design of the Banovina interior.  There are no major exceptions 
regarding the luxury of the materials or the details, except the interesting chess board motifs, 
made out of black and white marble. In 1958 a mosaic called 'Vojvodina', made by eminent 
artist Bosko Petrovic (Бошкo Петровић), was placed on the south wall of the conference hall.  
 
3.3 context 
Novi Sad was detached from the river Danube bank by the swamp land and river backwaters. 
This area, called Little Liman (Мали Лиман), was not used because the Austro- Hungarian 
authorities did not allow Novi Sad to expand towards the bridgehead and the coast. Although 
the urban plan from the beginning of the 20th century did envision important buildings in this part 
of the city, the first construction work started only after the unification in 1918. The preparing and 
arrangement of the terrain begun and new city centre started to form. The main axe was the 
Kraljica Marija Boulevard (today Mihajlo Pupin Boulevard) from the Danube bank and the Kralj 
Tomislav Bridge.  The bridgehead was removed and a free access to the river was enabled. The 
administrative building for the Danube Banovina was erected on an empty lot of 28 thousand 
square meters of Little Liman. The building gave the entire environment an urban- space and 
historical- stylistic note.  
 
4 Evaluation 
 
4.1 technical 
By its construction and building method, the quality of the used materials and the way they were 
used, by the functional organisation of the space this edifice is considered to be one of the most 
important examples of Serbian and European Modernism. Brasovan once more stood out as a 
project manager and designer of the building which implied terrain preparation and stylistic 
integration with surrounding buildings. However, by its form, mass, volume, texture, materials and 
pragmatic, constructive and technical details, this building outshined the context and program 
for which it was erected. In other words, despite the fact that the Modern architecture resigns 
aesthetics as a mere decoration and deliberately neglects it in design, the complex of Danube 
Banovina has all three Vitruvius' principals of architecture: solidity, usefulness and pleasantness. 
And that is its greatest technical value. 
 
4.2 social 
The shape of this architectural piece, its sketches, form and grandeur are the aspects which are 
not necessarily derived from its function. The project was not a direct consequence of the given 
parameters, but it was rather influenced by the ever present component of the aesthetic and 
formal organisation by the architect - artist himself. For a building to be able to send the initial 
message of its purpose, the architect must listen to the environment as well. These three factors 
(function, architect, society) can be observed in a hypothetical relationship. The building must 
have its function, then a socially useful function, and in the end to be designed in accordance 
with the aesthetic criteria. In the case of the Danube Banovina, the architecture was used for the 
enspacing  the political idea, so the beauty of its architecture found itself in the shadow of the 
social function - to be the headquarters of the Province Government. Built in a contemporary 
and likeable manner it got the highest marks by the experts as well as the public of Novi Sad.  
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4.3 cultural & aesthetic 
The ever present architecture in the daily environment, its visual, psychological and usable 
significance all influence on its cultural and historical values. A well-functioned building is the 
basic purpose of the Modern architecture. The connection which this building forms with its 
environment is idealized example of a project which fits in its real ambience and combines 
technical and utilitarian purpose with aesthetic one. Due to the fact that each edifice has and 
individual expression and character, the project of the Banovina is a result of combined 
engineering knowledge and artistic talent of the architect himself. Each volume is clearly defined 
by façade perforation, by which the individuality of each part in the entire structure is managed. 
Each one of them, the large ship of the Banovina, the cross-shaped City Hall and the tall tower, 
have the same value because they function well as a whole. The relationship between the full 
and the empty surfaces, the horizontal and vertical flows, the used material and construction is 
well-balanced, thus causing the rational adaptation of space to its function and forming an 
aesthetic satisfaction. The preservation of the building's cultural and historical significance was 
contributed by enrichening its representative rooms with various works of art. Apart from the 
painters, sculptors and ceramists from Vojvodina, other artists from different territories of former 
Yugoslavia are also present with their works. 
 
4.4 historical 
The building's certain historical and social significance is supported by the fact that a state 
competition was organised for its design. Some of the most important names of the Serbian 20th 
century architecture were involved in this event. Right after the construction ended the building 
became an architectural symbol of Novi Sad and qualified as a worldwide masterpiece by the 
domestic experts. It is mentioned in almost every publication about the history of Modern 
architecture and the work of Brasovan as one of his famous Modern Trilogy (apart from Banovina, 
the building of State's Printing House and the Command headquarters of the war aviation in 
Belgrade). 
 
4.5 general assessment 
The Banovina building is an example of Modernity by its stylistic attribution. This impression is 
emphasized by the functional space solution, straight angles, flat and non-ornamental surfaces 
of the façades and simply shaped architectural elements. However, its author, Brasovan, was not 
one of those architect that will entirely forsake the accomplishments and architectural 
achievements of the past époques. Despite the aspiration towards a modern expression, he 
managed to free the mentioned elements from stylistic coldness which was characteristic for 
modern architecture and fit them with classical architectural details (garlands, consoles, pilasters, 
bay windows) which he forms in accordance with contemporary rules of Modernist aesthetics. All 
this was organised as an entity which highlighted and underlined an ambient value of the 'Little 
Liman' and enlisted this work in the order of 20th century most important architectural works in 
Serbia. 
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